
The Reluctant President:
Gaylord P. Harnwell and American 

University Leadership after World War II

ABSTRACT: This article examines the University of Pennsylvania’s 
presidential search of 1952–53, which led to the election of the physicist 
Gaylord P. Harnwell, in light of other universities’ presidential searches 
and literature on such searches during that era. It reveals the existence of a 
competitiv e market for university leaders characterized by three common 
themes: how universities prioritized keeping their own rising stars; the 
growing power of the faculty in university governance, which translated 
to pressure to hire an academic as university president; and how professors 
who directed military-oriented research during World War II parlayed that 
experience into postwar administrative careers.

GAYLORD P. HARNWELL (1903–82), president of the University of 
Pennsylvania (Penn) from 1953 to 1970, was probably the most 
infl uential executive head in that institution’s history. According 

to John Puckett and Mark Lloyd, authors of a new history of Penn after 
World War II, “Harnwell charted Penn’s rise to the status of a truly 
national university” by raising its academic stature, strengthening its 
fi nancial resources, and transforming the campus from one “landlocked by 
an increasingly congested urban environment to a tree-lined, pedestrian 
enclave with closed streets and quadrangles, buffered if not fully protected 
from the encroaching city.”1

In light of his prominence and accolades, it is surprising to learn that 
a Harnwell presidency was far from foreordained when the Trustees of 
the University of Pennsylvania (the offi cial corporate name of the govern-
ing board; hereafter “the Trustees”) began their search to replace Harold 

1 John L. Puckett and Mark Frazier Lloyd, Becoming Penn: The Pragmatic American University, 
1950–2000 (Philadelphia, 2015), 25.
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ETHAN SCHRUM330 October

Stassen in November of 1952. The Trustees seemed determined to fi nd a 
seasoned university chief to take the reins in College Hall, while Harnwell, 
then chairman of the Department of Physics, professed not to want the 
presidency.

Beyond telling us that Penn’s most infl uential president was apparently 
nowhere near the Trustees’ fi rst choice, the story of this search—and of 
other institutions’ earlier attempts to pry Harnwell from Penn—reveals 
the existence of a highly competitive market for university leaders in the 
post–World War II period. Local and idiosyncratic factors drove the 
selection of Harnwell and many other university presidents of this era. 
Nevertheless, Harnwell’s path to Penn’s presidency suggests three com-
mon themes that characterized this market for university leaders: how 
universities prioritized keeping their own rising stars in a tight market 
for faculty and administrative talent; the growing power of the faculty in 
university governance, which in many cases translated to pressure on a 
governing board to hire an academic as university president; and how pro-
fessors who led organized, government-funded, military-oriented research 
during World War II parlayed that experience into postwar administrative 
careers in universities.

Harnwell’s career and other presidential searches that occurred around 
the same time as Penn’s (1952–53) show that elite private research uni-
versities in this period offered money and leadership positions to dis-
suade their rising stars from leaving for other institutions. In the wake of 
Harnwell’s widely hailed direction of government-sponsored research on 
underwater sound physics during World War II, several other institutions 
pursued him for deanships or presidencies. He nevertheless stayed as chair 
of the Department of Physics at Penn, which gave him an enormous sal-
ary. Both Columbia University and the University of Chicago in the early 
1950s offered their presidencies to internal candidates who were receiving 
interest for similar positions elsewhere.

The presidential search that netted Harnwell also provides a concrete 
example of the nascent growth of faculty power in university governance. 
The search was the fi rst major test of Pennsylvania’s new faculty gover-
nance body, the University Senate, created just months before the search 
began. On one hand, the Trustees consulted substantially with the Senate 
early in the search and eventually chose a president who not only met the 
criteria the Senate had laid out but was part of the Senate constituency. On 
the other hand, the Trustees chose a president who was not on the Senate’s 
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“preferred” list and ignored the Senate during the fi nal phase of the search, 
leaving faculty members bitter.

Harnwell’s acceptance of the Penn presidency after being pursued by 
several other institutions illustrates the career-boosting role of experience 
in directing a wartime university-operated federal government laboratory. 
Before hiring Harnwell, Penn pursued Caltech president Lee A. DuBridge, 
who held one of the most prominent among these directorships during the 
war and became the gold standard university presidential candidate after-
ward. Undoubtedly, some of the allure of these candidates came from the 
belief that they had connections with the new federal government appara-
tus for funding peacetime science that had grown out of the wartime labs. 
Universities hoped that such candidates could bring federal funding to the 
institutions they were called to lead. Historians have written much about 
how the federal government’s wartime Offi ce of Scientifi c Research and 
Development developed practices that transformed university research and 
universities as institutions in the postwar era, especially by acclimating elite 
research universities to working with the federal government. Universities 
had largely been opposed to such partnerships before the war due to fears 
about loss of control. This literature has explained how postwar federal 
research funding largely fl owed to universities through individual profes-
sors “on the basis of personal contacts” but has generally not recognized 
the related trend of wartime lab directors going on to university presiden-
cies.  By recovering that trend, this essay broadens our understanding of 
how the war research experience impacted postwar universities.

2

* * *

Harnwell joined the University of Pennsylvania faculty in 1938, but 
he was no stranger to the Philadelphia area. The son of a Chicago attor-
ney, born and raised in Evanston, Illinois, Harnwell attended Haverford 
College. After graduation in 1924, he quickly achieved a staggering record 
of study under some of the world’s leading physicists: fi rst, a one-year fel-
lowship under Ernest Rutherford at the illustrious Cavendish Laboratory 
in the University of Cambridge; next, a PhD completed within a mere two 
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years under Karl Compton at Princeton; and, fi nally, a two-year National 
Research Council postdoctoral fellowship, the fi rst year spent working with 
Robert Millikan at Caltech and the second back at Princeton, where he 
subsequently became an assistant professor in 1929 and associate professor 
in 1935.3 Harnwell met his wife, Mollie, during travels associated with his 
time at Cambridge. They married shortly after he completed his doctor-
ate and drove to California in her convertible, with Mollie, as Harnwell 
recalled, “getting an enormous sunburn on the back of her neck.”4

After nearly a decade on the Princeton faculty, Harnwell began to look 
for another position. He wanted a promotion, and, as he explained it, “they 
just didn’t have any places in the hierarchies of physics at Princeton at that 
time.”5 In December of 1937, he was under consideration to become head 
of the Department of Physics at Indiana University. It is unclear which 
side began that interest or what became of it.6 Around the same time, 
Luther P. Eisenhart, a renowned mathematician and dean of the Graduate 
School at Princeton, “proposed to the authorities of the University of 
Pennsylvania, that [Harnwell] be made Chairman of the Department of 
Physics.”7 Penn recruited Harnwell rather aggressively, albeit with limited 
fi nancial enticements. A cadre of Penn administrators met with Harnwell 
near Princeton and later brought him for a campus visit.8 Harnwell recalled 
that “President Thomas Gates, in front of a cannel-coal fi re in his College 
Hall offi ce[,] asked me to rejuvenate a lagging department with the admo-
nition that there were no funds for this, and I would have to raise the 
necessary fi nancial requirements myself.”9 A Penn faculty committee “per-
suaded” Harnwell to take the post, member Detlev Bronk recalled with 
pride years later.10 Bronk, a pioneering biophysicist from the School of 
Medicine, would go on to the presidencies of Johns Hopkins University 
(1949–53) and Rockefeller University (1953–68).11
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4 Gaylord P. Harnwell, interview with Walter M. Phillips, Oct. 22, 1977, box 1, folder 9, GPH 
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5 Ibid.
6 Gaylord P. Harnwell to H. B. Wells, Dec. 7, 1937, and Harnwell to Wells, Dec. 15, 1937, box 1, 

folder 9, GPH Papers, UPA.
7 L. P. Eisenhart to Gaylord P. Harnwell, Nov. 7, 1944, box 1, folder 5, GPH Papers, UPA.
8 Gaylord P. Harnwell to Roy F. Nichols, Sept. 22, 1966, box 3, folder 18, GPH Papers, UPA.
9 Gaylord P. Harnwell, Remarks at Class of 1922 55th Reunion Dinner, May 20, 1977, box 1, 

folder 3, GPH Papers, UPA. Gates was president of the University of Pennsylvania from 1930 to 1944.
10 Detlev Bronk to Gaylord P. Harnwell, Sept. 1, 1970, box 3, folder 18, GPH Papers, UPA.
11 Frank Brink Jr., Detlev Wulf Bronk, 1897–1975 (Washington, DC, 1978).
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Harnwell gained national recognition during World War II for orga-
nizing scientifi c work that supported the war effort. President Roosevelt 
created the Offi ce of Scientifi c Research and Development (OSRD) to 
mobilize the nation’s scientists to that end. Its director was Vannevar Bush, 
the president of the Carnegie Institution of Washington and a former MIT 
professor, assisted by Harvard president James B. Conant and MIT pres-
ident Karl Compton, Harnwell’s doctoral advisor.12 The OSRD awarded 
contracts to universities to conduct research for the military. Under these 
auspices, Harnwell from 1942 to 1946 took a leave from Penn to direct a 
lab funded by an OSRD contract: the University of California Division 
of War Research operation, located at the US Navy Radio and Sound 
Laboratory on Point Loma in San Diego. He oversaw a staff of 550 and an 
annual budget of $3.5 million “concerned with the technical problems pre-
sented to the Navy in the fi eld of submarine warfare.”13 The Navy consid-
ered the work of this lab an important contribution to its campaign against 
Japan in the Pacifi c. To recognize this service, President Truman awarded 
Harnwell the Presidential Medal for Merit, which existed only during the 
World War II era and was the highest honor for civilians. The citation 
read in part: “Dr. Harnwell . . . was directly responsible for the severing by 
submarines of the last sea route from Japan to the mainland of Asia by his 
intelligent and constant supervision of the work of preparing for the United 
States Navy certain special weapons and devices.”14 Harnwell had earned 
his fi rst major national professional position just before the war when he 
became editor of Review of Scientifi c Instruments, a leading physics journal, 
a role he continued until assuming the Penn presidency.15 The war work 
propelled his star much higher, particularly in government-related activity. 
After the war, he served on numerous bodies, including as chair of both 
the National Research Council Committee on Undersea Warfare and the 
Department of Defense Research and Development Board Committee 
on Ordnance.16 Through this activity, Harnwell made crucial connections 
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with the leaders and agencies of the new federal research economy that 
was transforming the landscape of higher education.17

Before the war ended, other universities attempted to recruit Harnwell 
for major leadership positions. Eisenhart also made another effort to push 
him up the academic ladder, giving his name to Rice Institute as a possible 
president.18 Lehigh University, an engineering-oriented institution located 
in the steel town of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, approached Harnwell in 
early 1945 about its presidency. In May, Harnwell visited the Lehigh 
campus and also met with Lehigh trustees in Philadelphia. Afterward, 
Harnwell wrote Lehigh offi cials with an assessment of the institution and 
how he would fi t there. He worried that Lehigh was too dependent on 
tuition due to a small endowment and that faculty salaries were too low. 
With respect to raising the endowment, he claimed to “have no experi-
ence and probably little aptitude”; he believed that “the responsibility for 
enlisting the necessary support would have to be predominantly that of 
the Trustees.” Despite these concerns, “the spirit and loyalty of the Lehigh 
family” that he witnessed made him “sure the future holds great promise 
of increasing stature.” Consequently, he stood ready if elected to “devote 
[his] best energies” toward “the further development of a distinguished 
University.”19 It is unclear why the pairing of Harnwell and Lehigh did not 
move forward, but the context in Harnwell’s papers suggests that perhaps 
Lehigh never made an offer. Lehigh eventually elected a similar candidate, 
Martin Whitaker, in April 1946.20 A former chairman of physics at NYU, 
Whitaker worked during the war under Enrico Fermi at the University of 
Chicago’s Metallurgical Laboratory, directed by Arthur Compton (Karl’s 
brother, who subsequently became chancellor of Washington University 
in St. Louis). The Metallurgical Laboratory was a key component of the 
US government’s Manhattan Project, which developed the atomic bomb. 
Whitaker then helped extend this work to a new site in Tennessee as 
founding director of Clinton Laboratories, the forerunner of Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory.21 
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At the same time as Harnwell was considering the Lehigh presidency, 
the State University of Iowa pursued him to be dean of its Graduate 
College. Harnwell made a campus visit to Iowa in the summer of 1945 
but declined the position because of his “very limited” experience outside 
of physics, his belief that his “temperament [was] probably more suited to 
personal participation and direction than to general cognizance and guid-
ance,” and a sense of obligation to Penn because of the capital investment 
it had made in the Department of Physics under his guidance.22

The offer that Harnwell appeared to take most seriously came two 
years later, from the University of Minnesota, to be dean of its Institute of 
Technology. The institute, created in 1935, was a kind of omnibus univer-
sity structure that contained the College of Engineering, the College of 
Chemistry, and the School of Mines and Metallurgy, as well as the Mines 
Experiment Station, the St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory, and the 
Engineering Experiment Station. Enrollment was 5,335 as of January 
1947. The Department of Physics was not part of the institute, but the 
university was open to have the new dean transition it there.23 Minnesota 
channeled its interest in Harnwell through faculty members John “Jack” 
Tate, a physicist and former dean of the College of Science, Literature, and 
the Arts, and Henry Hartig, longtime chair of electrical engineering, both 
of whom knew Harnwell through government work.24 Like Harnwell, 
Tate edited a major physics journal, in Tate’s case Physical Review, and had 
received the Presidential Medal for Merit to recognize his contributions to 
undersea warfare.25 Tate and Hartig served on President James L. Morrill’s 
committee to recommend a dean for the Institute of Technology, and in 
May 1947, Hartig invited Harnwell and his wife to make a campus visit.26 

Harnwell said he had “been giving very serious consideration” to the 
invitation to visit Minnesota but explained that his interest depended on 
how things went at Penn. He made a similar, yet amplifi ed, argument to 
the one he had given Iowa two years earlier about a sense of indebted-
ness to Penn. He reported that “President [George] McClelland has been 
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very considerate and the University has been very generous to me person-
ally increasing my salary at intervals to ten thousand dollars for the next 
academic year.”27 Harnwell’s new salary equaled that of two of the big-
gest stars in American science, Ernest Lawrence and G. N. Lewis of the 
University of California, Berkeley, as of 1945–46.28 Furthermore, Harnwell 
was “busily engaged in trying to recruit” new faculty for his department, 
“which ha[d] been seriously crippled by losses to other universities,” even 
of scholars he had hired since becoming chair in 1938. In addition, he had 
“been instrumental in securing funds from various sources to support the 
research programs” of several of his hires who remained. In other words, 
Penn physics revolved around an individual professor in a manner more 
common in German universities than in American academia. That situa-
tion also shaped the other face of Harnwell’s initial response to Minnesota. 
He found himself “yet unconvinced that the University of Pennsylvania 
can command the necessary funds to provide the necessary facilities and 
salaries to maintain a fi rst rate physics department.” If Penn could not do 
so, Harnwell preferred to “put [his] efforts where they can be more effec-
tive”—meaning at another university.29 

Harnwell visited Minnesota in June, and Hartig, Tate, and Morrill sub-
sequently launched a campaign of persuasion by letter with a tone that 
could be described as fawning. Tate told Harnwell, “You were the unani-
mous choice of our committee and now we are all holding our respective 
breaths hoping that you will accept.” The expectations for Harnwell were 
high, to say the least. Tate saw “no reason why, under your leadership, we 
cannot have as distinguished an Institute of Technology in a great state 
university as at M.I.T. and Cal. Tech.”30 Hartig echoed this notion, tell-
ing Harnwell, “I’m sure you must be convinced of the worthwhileness of 
this job as an important contribution to education in America” because 
it would give the Midwest “a fi rst class Technical Institute.” To achieve 
that, Hartig told Harnwell, “Minnesota needs just you.”31 Morrill wrote 
from his cabin on Otsego Lake near Gaylord, Michigan, to follow up on 
a phone call they had “from the cracker-barrel station up here, amid the 
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clanking of coins” and to remind Harnwell of the salary offer of $12,500. 
He noted that Otsego Lake “is also the summer-place of the Compton 
brothers—Karl, Arthur, and Wilson—and two of them are due fairly 
soon.” Karl and Arthur Compton were physics royalty, and all three had 
been university heads. That association likely colored Morrill’s enthusiasm 
for Harnwell. Morrill emphasized “how earnestly we hope you may come 
to Minnesota” and the “distinction and productivity” that Harnwell would 
bring “to our University enterprise.”32 Both Tate and Morrill offered to 
travel east to discuss anything about the position with Harnwell.33 Hartig 
also tried to clarify the expectations for the deanship and mollify fears he 
sensed in Harnwell. Hartig insisted that Morrill “does not want a paper 
shuffl er (which I take it you fear is the essence of the job).” What Morrill 
did want was “an aggressive program of industrial-sponsored or motivated 
research to be developed” in order to realize the full promise of the land-
grant ideal, since those colleges were intended “to encourage teaching and 
research in the Agricultural and Mechanic Arts, but thus far have largely 
failed to develop the second mission with any approach to the effectiveness 
of the fi rst.”34

Minnesota’s hot pursuit startled Harnwell, especially because he took a 
different message away from his visit than did his hosts. What Harnwell 
saw on his visit was “that the present set up was generally speaking one of 
technology rather than science and that an engineer rather than a scientist 
was the person for the Deanship.” Conversation with Morrill had led him 
to believe that the president’s main goal was “to expand and improve the 
technical engineering departments,” thus better fulfi lling the land-grant 
emphasis on mechanic arts and “furnish[ing] the people and industries of 
Minnesota with the consulting and other service advantages that would 
accrue.” Building a Midwestern Caltech or MIT, although “a goal wor-
thy of every effort and sacrifi ce indeed,” was “quite different” from the 
understanding of Minnesota’s aim that he gleaned from his visit. Such 
an endeavor would “require a very clear formulation of greatly enhanced 
objectives, a fi rm agreement upon them, and a recognition of their exten-
sive implications within the University as a whole by not only the admin-
istration but all of the policy forming bodies responsible to the state for 
the conduct of the University.” It would not be so easy simply to reprise 
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Caltech or MIT in a university where such an institute would have to 
coexist with other academic units and navigate the vicissitudes of state 
politics. This astute analysis suggests why several institutions wanted 
Harnwell’s leadership.35 

In a long letter to Tate, whom he viewed as a mentor, Harnwell pro-
vided a self-assessment and analyzed his possible fi elds of endeavor. He 
was overly self-deprecating, claiming that he had “not achieved any con-
siderable formal scientifi c recognition.” He essentially repeated what he 
had told Lehigh about his personality, insisting that he had “no gift for 
personifying the work of my associates in such a way as to act as a col-
orful personal focus for attracting honors and recognition to them.” He 
seemed obsessed with being “effective,” a term that peppered his prose. He 
also wrote about his big-picture view of science. Harnwell believed that 
“the function of science in society must of necessity become increasingly 
important” and that this function had two “comp[a]rabl[y] signifi can[t]” 
aspects, technology and education. Technology provided “the artifacts and 
processes that distinguish our material civilization and offer the facilities 
for greater human per capita effectiveness.” By contrast, science-as-educa-
tion cultivated “the spark or rationality humans seem to possess through 
the inculcation of logical and dispassionate thought processes until 
it becomes a reliable guiding beacon instead of being dissipated in the 
pyrotechnics of passion and prejudice that at present passes for social and 
political deliberation.” In these formulations, the verbose Harnwell was 
thoroughly modern, a product of the early twentieth century’s intellectual 
life and assumptions.36

Geographic, familial, and fi nancial considerations also infl uenced 
Harnwell’s thinking. He and his family had just purchased and renovated 
a house in Haverford, the Philadelphia suburb where he had attended 
college, with an investment of almost $30,000. The location was per-
fect for his children’s educational pursuits. Moving from Philadelphia to 
Minneapolis would make it more diffi cult for him to continue his gov-
ernment work. Furthermore, despite the higher salary at Minnesota, “the 
income tax and individual property laws” there would mean “a considerable 
decrease in our income.”37 Harnwell did admit, though, in a rare voicing 
of Christian faith in a professional context, “I know about the diffi culty of 
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getting money bags through the eye of a needle so [income] is not deter-
mining in the choice of a career.”38 He continued to practice his childhood 
Episcopalianism during his career at Penn, including involvement at St. 
Martin-in-the-Fields near the president’s house in Chestnut Hill while 
he lived there, and in retirement he applied to the Quaker Meeting in 
Haverford, which he had also attended as a college student.39 

In Harnwell’s fi nal analysis, his sense of obligation to the Department 
of Physics at Penn won out, especially because Penn was about to kick 
off a two-million-dollar campaign for a new physics building, resulting 
in the construction of David Rittenhouse Laboratory. He believed that 
“an announcement of my impending departure would go far toward fore-
dooming [the campaign] to failure.” He also added another consideration 
that perhaps foreshadowed his later reluctance to be considered for the 
Penn presidency: he had “a very sincere interest in science as a teaching 
and practicing physicist, and a withdrawal to purely administrative matters 
would leave an intellectual gap [that would be] hard to fi ll.”40 Harnwell 
declined Minnesota’s offer, and its Institute of Technology ended up 
with an interim dean for two years.41 There are no records of subsequent 
pursuits by other universities in Harnwell’s papers, probably because 
he became so invested in the physics building project that he no longer 
entertained such inquiries, although it is also possible that he became less 
“hot” of a candidate as the wartime milieu faded into the past. These three 
episodes, though, show how Harnwell’s successful direction of a wartime 
lab provided him with contacts and administrative experience that made 
him known and attractive to institutions looking for leaders. Harnwell’s 
response to the pursuits reveals him as loyal, cautious, humble, not sus-
ceptible to fl attery, and possessed of keen insight into how an academic 
institution could fl ourish.

Despite this attention from other universities, albeit ones of lower sta-
tus than Penn, and despite his loyalty to Penn, Harnwell seemed to be an 
afterthought when his own institution began looking for a president in 
1952. Indeed, it would take fi ve months and multiple failed pursuits of 
other candidates before the Trustees fi nally turned to the decorated physi-
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cist in their midst. This process contrasted sharply with the zealous pursuit 
Harnwell had experienced from Iowa and Minnesota. Ultimately, how-
ever, his loyalty would be rewarded.

* * *

Penn’s search for a new president began in early November 1952, after 
Dwight Eisenhower’s triumph in the US presidential election ensured 
that current university president Harold Stassen would resign to join the 
Eisenhower administration. Robert McCracken, chairman of the Trustees, 
appointed a search committee with himself as chair. Nearly seventy years 
old, McCracken was “the most infl uential lawyer” in Philadelphia.42 
His homogeneous committee was a who’s who of Philadelphia men of 
power. Former US senator George Wharton Pepper, a longtime trustee 
and former law faculty member, was one of the university’s most noted 
alumni.43 Pepper, then in his mid-eighties, was still publishing and giv-
ing speeches, and he took an active role early in the search before health 
problems sidelined him.44 The group also included Edward Hopkinson Jr., 
a lawyer, investment banker, and founding chairman of the Philadelphia 
City Planning Commission; Lammot DuPont Copeland, a future presi-
dent of DuPont; Horace Stern, chief justice of the Pennsylvania Supreme 
Court; Orville H. Bullitt, a banker, civic leader, and brother of the diplo-
mat William C. Bullitt; Philadelphia Electric Company president Henry 
B. Bryans; and Sun Oil president Robert G. Dunlop.45

McCracken enlisted two prominent and well-connected Penn alumni 
as consultants: Harold Dodds, who had been president of Princeton 
University since 1933, and Joseph Willits, a former faculty member and 
dean of Penn’s Wharton School of Finance and Commerce, who since 1939 
had directed the Rockefeller Foundation’s Division of Social Science.46 
Willits’s papers provide a treasure trove of documentation from which to 
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create an account of the search. These documents show that Willits had an 
enormous and perhaps even decisive infl uence. At least part of the motiva-
tion for McCracken’s turn to these consultants was probably the high level 
of discontent among multiple Penn constituencies about Stassen’s entire 
presidency, from his selection through his departure. Stassen was a former 
governor of Minnesota and a 1948 Republican presidential candidate who, 
after failing to gain the nomination during the convention in Philadelphia, 
essentially stuck around and became president of Penn. At least some 
faculty members viewed Stassen’s tenure as a “humiliation” forced upon 
them by the Trustees.47 One suspects that the Stassen debacle prompted 
McCracken to make sure he got his second chance at hiring a president 
right. Most likely, McCracken was determined to get a candidate with 
proper academic vetting and believed that Willits, with his sterling aca-
demic reputation and many connections, was the man to deliver it. Before 
McCracken even convened the offi cial committee in early December, 
Willits was working his connections. He telegraphed University of 
California president Robert G. Sproul about a member of Penn’s “long 
list,” Harry Newburn, president of the University of Oregon.48 Shortly 
thereafter, he wrote McCracken with summaries of his phone conversa-
tions with several people about President Jesse Buchanan of the University 
of Idaho and Chancellor Franklin Murphy of the University of Kansas, 
who held a Penn MD and was just thirty-six years old.49 

A frequent concern in presidential searches was and is ensuring 
that stakeholders in the university feel that their voices are heard. For 
McCracken, two critical stakeholder groups were the faculty and the alumni. 
Faculty input was particularly vital in the wake of the Stassen debacle. In 
the early 1950s, governing boards consulted with faculty in about half of 
academic presidential searches in the United States. Faculty participation 
in such searches was on an upward trend in this era, rising from roughly 
one-third in 1939 to roughly two-thirds around 1960.50 Such involvement 
had been unusual enough during the 1930s that it prompted an article in 
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the Bulletin of the American Association of University Professors by Cornell 
University professor Julian Bretz lauding his institution’s 1935–36 presi-
dential search for including four faculty members (three of them deans) 
along with fi ve trustees on the search committee. This committee worked 
methodically, deliberating for six months to bring a list of two hundred 
names down to a group of twelve.51 More frequent faculty participation 
in presidential searches by the 1950s refl ected the increasing professorial 
role in governance of American universities after World War II, which 
resulted in part from “growth in the demand for faculty” and a rise in their 
professional status.52 Penn exemplifi ed this movement. Just a few months 
before the search, the Trustees and administration authorized the univer-
sity’s fi rst comprehensive faculty governance body, the University Senate, 
under the leadership of law professor Alexander Hamilton Frey, its found-
ing chair.53 At its November 25 meeting, this body appointed an Advisory 
Committee of the University Senate on the Selection of a President, also 
chaired by Frey. He reported that “he found Mr. McCracken sympathetic 
to the idea that an educator should be chosen if possible.”54 Subsequently, 
the Senate committee advised the Trustees that it wanted a president “who 
has spent a signifi cant part of his professional life in university education,” 
one “selected on the basis of ability rather than reputation,” and one “to 
whom the presidency would be a next step up and who has no immediate 
aspirations other than the improvement of the University in every possible 
way.”55 These criteria were tailored to specifi c points of faculty dissatisfac-
tion with Stassen—that he was not an educator, that the Trustees chose 
him for what his reputation would bring the university, and that he viewed 
the Penn presidency as a stepping-stone to his next political offi ce.

This faculty preference for an educator as president intersected with 
a national dialogue among academics that bemoaned what they saw as a 
rising trend of nonacademic presidents. One major event that fueled this 
wave of commentary was Columbia’s 1947 election of General Eisenhower 
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as its next president. Such consternation appeared as early as 1944, when 
Jay Carroll Knode, dean of the University of New Mexico College of Arts 
and Sciences, published a study suggesting a shift among state univer-
sity presidents to backgrounds in “practical administrative and business 
experience and training” between 1916 and 1941.56 Perhaps the strongest 
statement along these lines came in late 1947 from Monroe Deutsch, a 
classicist who had just retired as provost of the University of California, 
Berkeley. He argued, “the election of General Eisenhower will give a 
mighty impulse” to the “decided trend toward the choice of nonacademic 
presidents,” which would “endanger . . . the future of American higher 
education.”57 Nonacademic presidents, he believed, would not sympathize 
with university ideals but would sell them “on the auction block of success, 
and all the sinister pressures of the outside world, today barred out by 
academic freedom and university ideals, will easily rend the dikes,” making 
the university a place of “effi ciency” and “conformity.”58

Two years later, the editorial board of The American Scholar sounded 
similar worries in an editorial titled “In Memoriam—the College 
President.” This editorial was the inaugural number of a “new venture” 
for the journal; such pieces would “be signed R. W. Emerson, secundus, 
in deference to the originator of the phrase, ‘the American scholar.’” 
Editorials would be reviewed by the full board, which included such 
luminaries as Jacques Barzun, Van Wyck Brooks, Alain Locke, Reinhold 
Niebuhr, and Arthur Schlesinger Jr. The editors lamented that the pres-
ident’s “fi rst task is to raise money,” despite promises to the contrary 
by trustees, and that as a consequence the president “must be young, 
energetic, a good speaker and a bland reception-linesman.” The result of 
the fundraising emphasis was that “the whole executive intelligence of 
the modern seat of learning goes into advertising, selling and hoarding,” 
and that “the college president becomes a largely factitious person.” As 
the president became more involved with selling and less involved with 
learning, trustees wondered why it was necessary to select a president 
from among scholars and turned to “lawyers, bankers, statesmen, mer-
chants and soldiers.” Like Deutsch, the editors were concerned that this 
new trend in the presidency traveled under the banner of “effi ciency and 
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the practical way.” They concluded that it left higher education “guile-
lessly drifting, at the mercy of every external current, and with only an 
occasional hand at the helm.”59

The American Scholar chimed in on this topic again shortly before 
Harnwell’s election with a piece by William Carlson, whose career shows 
that the serial university president was not unknown at that time. Previously 
the president of the University of Delaware, Carlson wrote as president of 
the University and State Agricultural College of Vermont, but he would 
soon leave for the helm of the State University of New York, and he fi n-
ished his presidential career at the University of Toledo. Like Deutsch 
and the editors of The American Scholar, Carlson deplored the recent trend 
of nonacademic presidents, including “a fi ve-star general at Columbia, a 
White House hopeful at Penn, an Army secretary at North Carolina, gov-
ernors at Virginia and Bucknell.” He lamented that “by short-circuiting 
educational leadership in favor of the magic managerial touch, colleges 
are coming close to forgetting their real business, the training of young 
minds.”60 Instead of blaming trustees, however, he chided faculty members 
for their “ineptitude” in pursuing presidencies, “which throws the burden 
on their boards of trustees to go out and fi nd someone, even though off the 
campus, who seems to know what the score is.”61

Perhaps it was in light of such concerns that McCracken’s commit-
tee consulted with the faculty, through both the offi cial University Senate 
committee and back channels, during the early stage of the search. At 
its fourth meeting, on December 30, the search committee met with the 
University Senate committee, which presented fi ve internal and twenty-three 
external names and spoke of its desire eventually to reduce that number 
to a combined short list of six to ten. Harnwell was not included. In fact, 
the Senate committee expressed that some faculty preferred a candidate 
from the humanities or social sciences.62 At least one search committee 
member, Pepper, concurred. He wrote to Conyers Read, a former pres-
ident of the American Historical Association who had just retired from 
the Penn faculty, that he agreed with Read’s suggestion of someone from 
the humanities or social sciences but that such a person should be able to 
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translate “visions and ideals” for the common man.63

In addition to the concerns of the faculty (particularly about the aca-
demic caliber of the president), another key factor in elite private university 
searches of this era was that institutions were loath to lose up-and-comers 
whom they viewed as top administrative talent. Penn’s earlier retention 
of Harnwell when others pursued him for deanships was one instance of 
this trend. Another occurred in 1951, as the University of Chicago sought 
a replacement for the larger-than-life Robert Maynard Hutchins after 
his twenty-two-year tenure at the helm. Hutchins bequeathed an over-
extended university featuring both a budget defi cit and an undergraduate 
enrollment in long-term decline (more serious than the short-term decline 
from GI Bill–fueled peaks that other institutions experienced at the time). 
Chicago searched for four months, “vetting . . . hundreds of names.” The 
short list included Bronk, two liberal arts college presidents—Charles Cole 
of Amherst and Gilbert White of Haverford—and two U of C admin-
istrators, Lowell Cogeshall (dean of the division of biological sciences) 
and Lawrence Kimpton (vice president for development). Cogeshall 
and Kimpton were the two fi nalists. The trustees chose Kimpton in part 
because “he had turned down one or more offers of other presidencies 
while awaiting Chicago’s decision.” Kimpton held a PhD in philosophy 
from Cornell, where he had written a dissertation on Kant. After serving 
as a dean at Deep Springs College and the University of Kansas City, 
his key break came when the University of Chicago appointed him as 
chief administrative offi cer of the wartime Metallurgical Laboratory. From 
there, he became dean of students at Chicago, then at Stanford, before 
returning to Chicago for the newly created position of vice president for 
development.64

A similar situation prevailed in a search that was closer to Penn’s—
chronologically, geographically, and in terms of the overall dynamic—
when Columbia sought a successor to the much-derided Eisenhower. 
The results of the 1952 presidential election meant that both Penn and 
Columbia needed to replace a politician who had only arrived in 1948 and 
then spent much of his time away from campus.65 The Columbia trust-
ees selected Grayson Kirk, who had been Eisenhower’s provost and then 
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acting president while Eisenhower was away conducting political activity. 
Kirk was a leading international relations scholar, a major player in the 
Council on Foreign Relations, and, through work with the Department of 
State, involved in creating the United Nations.66 Columbia political scien-
tist Frederick Mills sent the long list from Columbia’s search in response to 
Willits’s request for this information. The list contained forty-two names, 
including notable heads of other major universities (Raymond Allen of 
UCLA, Bronk, Lee A. DuBridge of Caltech, Gordon Gray of UNC, Henry 
Heald of NYU, J. E. Wallace Sterling of Stanford, George Stoddard of 
Illinois, Herman Wells of Indiana), foundation executives (Clarence Faust, 
Paul Hoffman), liberal arts college presidents (Cole, Arthur Flemming of 
Ohio Wesleyan, Otto Kraushaar of Goucher, Gilbert White, Lynn White 
of Mills), and public fi gures David Lilienthal, J. Robert Oppenheimer, and 
Frank Stanton. Columbia’s list also included George Beadle and Charles 
Odegaard, who became major university presidents a few years later. Mills 
commented, “some of these are good prospects; some of them, in our judg-
ment, were quite unsuited to the Columbia job.”67 

Despite the long list, Columbia settled on Kirk just a month after the 
US presidential election, in contrast to Penn’s six-month odyssey. Part of 
the reason was that Kirk was the obvious candidate and, indeed, already 
acting president. At Penn, by contrast, acting president William DuBarry, 
normally the executive vice president and “one of [McCracken’s] most 
intimate friends,” was not a serious candidate for the permanent position 
and, in fact, assisted the Trustees with the search.68 According to Robert 
McCaughey’s history of Columbia, “What passed for a presidential search 
. . . consisted of a couple of phone calls, one to Harvard president James B. 
Conant, who advised the Columbia trustees to stay with Kirk. An infor-
mal faculty committee that included I. I. Rabi agreed.” (Rabi was another 
eminent physicist who starred in wartime research.) Perhaps the overrid-
ing factor in Columbia’s quick hiring of Kirk was fear that he would go to 
another institution, especially since Rutgers had offered him its presidency 
the year before.69 Indeed, right around the time Columbia’s trustees elected 
Kirk, Willits told McCracken that Penn should try to get him if Columbia 
made a different choice. Willits also said Columbia was considering Lee 
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DuBridge, but it was doubtful that DuBridge would accept.70 Still, this 
consideration suggests the high regard in which many people connected 
with elite universities held DuBridge.

As the Columbia search concluded, the Penn search committee fi xed its 
attention on DuBridge and another rising star president from California, 
Wallace Sterling of Stanford. Both men appeared on what seemed to 
be a Trustees’ short list of six and on the “preferred” list of ten that the 
Senate committee had submitted. This overlap might be what prompted 
the search committee to move forward on these two men, which suggests 
that the Trustees took the faculty input seriously. Nine of the ten candi-
dates “preferred” by the faculty held a dean-, provost-, or president-level 
position.71

The physicist DuBridge had a similar background to Harnwell but a 
higher profi le, in part because he presided over the largest and most infl u-
ential wartime laboratory—MIT’s Radiation Laboratory, popularly known 
as the “Rad Lab.”72 McCracken and his colleagues also surely took note 
that DuBridge, at the time they pursued him, held key US government 
positions. He served as chairman of the Scientifi c Advisory Committee 
of the Offi ce of Defense Mobilization and also, like Bronk, was a charter 
member of the National Science Board.73 DuBridge had been a nearly 
unanimous choice in 1946 at Caltech, which consulted several luminaries, 
including Vannevar Bush and Karl Compton, and found DuBridge at the 
top of each man’s list.74 Soon after taking offi ce, DuBridge raised fac-
ulty salaries and rebuilt the physics department.75 Caltech historian Judith 
Goodstein has written that “DuBridge had few peers . . . in his ability to 
explain science to the public, presidents, and members of Congress and to 
defend the principle of academic freedom during the McCarthy period.”76

Sterling, a historian and Stanford PhD, had previously been a pro-
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fessor and chairman of the faculty at Caltech, and then director of the 
Huntington Library. Stanford’s faculty advisory committee for the presi-
dential search praised his character, personality, and speaking ability, but 
questioned his scholarship and administrative experience. According to 
Rebecca Lowen’s history of Cold War Stanford, the Stanford trustees 
appointed Sterling in 1949 because he was noncontroversial, a good fund-
raiser, and not a New Dealer (a key factor for search committee member 
Herbert Hoover).77 When Penn came calling, Sterling was deeply involved 
in evaluating potential new uses for Stanford’s vast land holdings, a process 
that later, in the assessment of historian Margaret O’Mara, made Stanford 
a pioneering “great engine of science-based economic development.”78

Penn offi cials were unsuccessful in persuading the Californians. After 
a two-hour meeting with DuBridge in New York City, McCracken 
wrote Willits that the Caltech president “took with him some University 
of Pennsylvania literature, and told us that we would hear from him 
shortly from California, to which he returned at once. I doubt very 
much if we get him. The size of the job rather frightened him.”79 Two 
days later, DuBridge called to decline the offer, and the day after that, 
McCracken contacted Sterling to schedule a similar meeting in New 
York on February 15, when Sterling would be there for an Association 
of University Presidents gathering.80 This meeting had the same result, 
as McCracken and DuBarry “were unable to persuade him to consider 
our invitation.”81 

After the failed pursuit of the Californians, the Penn search moved 
into another iteration, lasting from late February to mid-April, which 
culminated in the pursuit of F. Cyril James, principal and vice chancel-
lor of McGill University in Montreal since 1939. McGill was one of 
only two Canadian universities to hold membership in the Association 
of American Universities, the small, prestigious group of the top research 
universities in North America, of which the University of Pennsylvania 
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had been a charter member since 1900.82 On February 24, the search 
committee met and “passed a Resolution that, all things being equal, the 
Committee should choose a man who is now or had been a member of 
the University family.”83 It is unclear what prompted this move. In addi-
tion, the committee sent the names of James and four others to Willits 
for judgments.84 One was John Gardner, president of the Carnegie 
Corporation of New York, who was also in the mix for the Harvard 
presidency at this time, at least in his own mind.85 Another was Clarence 
Faust, a former English professor and dean at Chicago and Stanford. 
At the time, he was president of the Fund for the Advancement of 
Education, a spinoff of the Ford Foundation.86 Willits implied that Penn 
should focus on Faust and James.87 

The Trustees set upon James for multiple reasons, including that he 
was an alumnus and former faculty member. The Englishman had arrived 
in Philadelphia in 1923 as an international student in the Wharton 
School. He intended to earn a bachelor’s degree in economics and then 
return to England to become a banker. Instead, he collected MA and 
PhD degrees and immediately joined the Wharton faculty as an assistant 
professor of fi nance, rising to associate professor in 1934 and full profes-
sor in 1935.88 It is unclear whether Willits taught James at Wharton, but 
the two were colleagues once James joined the faculty, and Willits was 
dean from 1933 to 1939, so he had considerable knowledge on which to 
base his recommendation. Willits and James were still in contact at the 
time of Penn’s search. Willits’s diary reports a conversation with James 
on January 30 covering a variety of matters related to McGill and the 
Rockefeller Foundation, but not the Penn search.89 Another reason for 
pursuing James is that the Trustees had thought of him at least briefl y 
in the short “search” of 1948 that netted Stassen.90 McCracken wrote 
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to outgoing president George McClelland at that time: “I am glad that 
Cyril James has not yet come into publicity and I know that you are, as 
we may want to consider him some time.”91 Finally, like DuBridge and 
Sterling, James was on the faculty “preferred” list, so this move again 
showed that the Trustees took faculty input seriously.92

Trustee Alfred H. Williams came to the forefront at this point in the 
search. Williams had been a faculty colleague of James at Wharton, then 
briefl y his dean after replacing Willits. Williams later left the deanship to 
become president of the Philadelphia Federal Reserve Bank, the position he 
held at the time of the search. Many Penn stakeholders, including members 
of the search committee, wanted Williams to be Penn’s next president, but 
he declined to be considered because of age, health, and stipulations related 
to his Federal Reserve pension.93 In 1956, he would succeed McCracken 
as chairman of the Trustees. On March 18, Williams called James and, 
according to James’s diary, conveyed “a unanimous invitation from the trust-
ees to succeed Stassen as President of the University of Pennsylvania.”94 
McCracken put it a little less defi nitively in a letter to Willits that same 
day: “Al Williams and I are going up to Montreal . . . to interview Cyril 
James on Saturday, the twenty-eighth. Al Williams made the arrangements 
by telephone, and Dr. James, while in no sense committing himself, seemed 
to want to see us.”95 The Trustees apparently really did offer the job, at least 
verbally, before seeing James in person, as Willits later confi rmed.96 While 
that procedure seems remarkable, if not questionable, for such a position, it 
is also consistent with the haphazard character of the overall search.

James was confl icted. He wrote in his diary, “my mind keeps changing 
sides.”97 Penn, he said, “has a great tradition, but has suffered of late from lack 
of good administration so that it does not now hold its proper place in the US. 
But it could—and there is the deepest of all compliments in being asked to 
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go back to a place that learned in seventeen years all of my weaknesses as well 
as any good points.”98 But he was greatly enjoying the participation in British 
Commonwealth affairs that the McGill post afforded him, including seats for 
him and his wife at the upcoming coronation of Queen Elizabeth II. There 
was also a $50,000 pension waiting for him if he retired at McGill.99

The Trustees’ interactions with James in Montreal and Philadelphia 
confi rmed their convictions about him. After the visit to Montreal, 
McCracken reported that they “had a fi rst class day . . . and I think there is 
some real hope of his accepting . . . Al and I were tremendously impressed 
with James. He has grown greatly in my judgment, and in Al’s. I am sure 
that he is just the man we want if we can get him.” James had an apparently 
previously scheduled trip to Philadelphia to speak before the American 
Academy of Political and Social Sciences on Friday, April 10, and it turned 
into an unoffi cial—maybe even stealth—campus visit as part of the search. 
McCracken organized a dinner and implored Willits to come down from 
New York: “I know it would be of tremendous help to us if you could be 
here that evening. I think a good deal depends on his approach to the orga-
nization set-up at the University, and I know that you could talk about this 
more intelligently than anybody else.”100 In addition to James, McCracken, 
Williams, and Willits, those present included George Wharton Pepper, 
Horace Stern, Henry Bryans, and Robert Dunlop from the search com-
mittee. Willits recorded, “James made a very favorable impression. He 
raised searching questions regarding the administrative organization of the 
University, the relative spheres of trustees and faculty, and the fl exibility he 
would have in his top administrative organization.” The next day, Willits 
had lunch with James and recorded that he thought James’s decision would 
depend on the situation at McGill.101 

Willits was right, but there was an additional twist. Someone leaked 
the Trustees’ offer to the press. The Philadelphia Inquirer and other outlets, 
“taking it for granted that [ James] would accept, printed the news with 
long articles about him” on Monday, April 13, along with a denial from 
McCracken. Montreal newspapers passed the news to their readers.102 
James hastily asked for a meeting with the McGill Board of Governors. 
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He told his board that he wanted to stay at McGill but asked for a vote 
of confi dence, since there were rumors that some wanted a change. They 
gave him a ringing endorsement, noting that he had doubled the endow-
ment.103 Thus ended Penn’s pursuit of F. Cyril James—though he returned 
to Penn in 1957 to give the commencement speech and receive an honor-
ary degree.104

McCracken’s committee went back to the drawing board yet again, and 
it was this iteration that produced the Harnwell presidency. Harnwell’s 
name had been in play to some extent since the beginning. At the fi rst 
search committee meeting on December 8, Harnwell was one of nineteen 
names that McCracken advanced for consideration. Harnwell appeared 
on the list within a cluster of six current or former Penn administrators, 
so McCracken was probably putting forward anyone feasible within that 
category, although Harnwell (as a department chair) held the lowest posi-
tion of the six.105 Three days later, two physicists hired during Harnwell’s 
term as chair, W. E. Stephens and C. W. Ufford, submitted his name as 
a possible candidate through the University Senate process.106 (Stephens 
coauthored Atomic Physics with Harnwell in 1955, and Harnwell named 
Stephens dean of the College of Arts and Sciences in 1968.107) But as 
the search went on, Harnwell only made the faculty’s long list, never the 
short list of either the faculty or the Trustees until Willits put him on 
top. At some unknown point, Harnwell indicated he was not interested; 
McCracken had conveyed as much to Willits. But Willits, as he proposed 
Harnwell as the top candidate on April 27, told McCracken: “I wonder if a 
man can maintain that position. You can’t quite say to him, ‘Take it or leave 
town.’ On the other hand, if he is a suitable man, I think you are entitled 
to bring the heaviest possible pressure to bear.”108 One oddity about Willits 
proposing Harnwell as the top candidate is that the two had never met, 
although Willits said he had heard only good things.109 They overlapped 
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for just one year on the Penn faculty. Harnwell’s professed lack of interest 
is also a mystery. It is worth noting a protocol that existed at the time. 
According to William Carlson, there was “a tradition in academic circles 
that when a college presidency is at stake, the job should seek the man, and 
not vice versa.”110 The presumption was “that a college’s trustees will hunt 
out a suitable man through discreet inquiry, a staid suggestion here and 
there, and fi nally an invitation to be considered.”111

This stage of the search provides greater insight into some of the per-
sonal characteristics that Willits and the Trustees were prioritizing, now 
that they had broadened their search beyond experienced heads of institu-
tions. Only two of the eight candidates in Willits’s April 27 memo fi t that 
description. Willits began the memo by emphasizing “the importance of 
Pennsylvania’s fi nding a younger man with a stretch of years ahead of him.” 
He concluded along the same lines: “I am sure there is fi rst-class talent 
available at a younger age. I will do everything I can to help discover it and 
check on it if I can aid the committee to achieve the most desirable end.”112 
Yet Harnwell was the same age as DuBridge and older than Sterling and 
James.113 Later in the day Willits sent another letter to McCracken cov-
ering still more candidates, including two other Penn faculty members: 
Dean Jefferson Fordham of the School of Law, who received positive 
reviews, and Francis C. Wood, chairman of the Department of Medicine, 
whom Willits’s contacts described as personally pleasant but possibly lim-
ited in the breadth of his horizons. The issue of intellectual breadth also 
arose with Frederick Hovde, president of Purdue University, whom Willits 
described as a good administrator but intellectually limited. Perhaps the 
most striking aspect of the judgments of candidates is how few mentioned 
fundraising ability. The comments most frequently addressed disposition 
and reasonableness, while others discussed speaking ability, scholarly qual-
ity and depth of ideas, and the candidates’ wives.114 

The topic of a prospective president’s wife was conspicuous in the 
era’s literature on the academic presidency, so much so that Penn’s search 
might actually have underemphasized this element relative to the time 
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period, especially given that the Trustees essentially offered the job to 
DuBridge and Sterling without meeting their spouses. Carlson reported 
that in reviewing nearly one hundred dossiers of presidential candidates at 
an institution he called “Seaboard State,” “repeated references to a wife’s 
looks, intelligence, personality and manners bobbled up in perhaps two-
thirds of the candidates’ fi les.” Yet “the candidates’ emphasis on their wives’ 
talents was not misdirected, for there was an undeniable fascination on the 
part of some of the trustees with this little tidbit.”115 This focus had not 
abated ten years later, when professional literature on presidential searches 
began to appear. Harold Dodds, who after retiring from Princeton directed 
a study on the academic presidency, opined, “obviously the stability and 
strength of the marriage is a potent factor” in a president’s success.116 F. W. 
Bolman, after researching 116 searches, found that “the candidate must 
have a ‘good’ wife, and many selection committees go to great lengths to 
assure themselves on this point.”117 Further, “No matter how well quali-
fi ed a candidate is, in other respects, if he has an ‘unacceptable’ wife he is 
seriously handicapped.”118 The rationale was that the president’s wife was 
essential for the university’s public relations through her activities in the 
social scene.119

After Willits suggested Harnwell as the top candidate on April 27, 
the search moved quickly to pursue him. The committee apparently met 
April 30 and decided on Harnwell. The next day, McCracken invited him 
to a May 4 meeting at McCracken’s law offi ce about “quite an important 
matter,” along with Provost Edwin Williams and trustee and committee 
member Henry Bryans.120 In a university presidential search, a candidate 
often has a “champion,” one member of the governing board who par-
ticularly promotes his candidacy. For instance, Robert Homans of the 
Harvard Corporation led a successful drive to elect the dark-horse can-
didate Conant as president in 1933.121 Bryans apparently played a simi-
lar (though perhaps more muted) role for Harnwell. After his retirement, 
Harnwell wrote that Bryans was “largely instrumental in persuading his 
fellow Trustees to appoint me to the presidency of the University in 1953; 
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and again he was of enormous help in advising on strategy, tactics, and in 
particular, fi nancial matters during my incumbency.”122 It is less clear why 
Williams was present. Perhaps the Trustees wanted to make sure he would 
have a good working relationship with Harnwell, given that the direction 
of authority between the two would reverse if Harnwell became president. 
Perhaps Harnwell had indicated to McCracken or Bryans that he needed 
to ensure that Williams would play the “inside man” role while he focused 
on external affairs; in a post-retirement interview, he depicted himself as 
having adopted this approach at the outset of his presidency.123 On May 
11, McCracken wrote Willits, “you will be glad to know that we agreed 
unanimously on Gaylord Harnwell, and that he has said that he will accept 
if elected. I feel sure that he will be elected. We are going to nominate 
him on May twenty-fi fth and elect him, I think, on June tenth, which 
is Commencement Day.” It is not clear how much pressure the Trustees 
brought on Harnwell or what caused him to change his mind. 

What is clear is that Harnwell took charge right away. Even written 
records give the sense that his presence must have been commanding. He 
attacked a dizzying array of problems during his fi rst year. He took on a $1 
million defi cit in Penn’s $27 million budget.124 He began the administra-
tive reorganization of the university, which included forcing the powerful 
Orville Bullitt from a board overseeing the Hospital of the University of 
Pennsylvania, which Bullitt had “ruled with an iron hand.”125 He engi-
neered the de-escalation of Penn football from big-time status and gained 
Penn’s acceptance into the Ivy League when its members formally estab-
lished it as a football conference in 1954. He did so amid concerns that the 
other members would bar Penn because of their suspicion that it would 
not follow the academics-fi rst protocol that was to characterize the new 
conference.126 He “formulate[d]” a “general philosophy” for social science 
research at the university.127 He pushed Penn into major overseas proj-
ects, a type of work that would especially characterize his presidency.128 
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He greatly accelerated the physical transformation of the campus that 
had begun under Stassen.129 Finally, he launched the Educational Survey 
(1954–59), the largest self-study ever undertaken by an American univer-
sity—and hired none other than Joseph Willits, upon his retirement from 
the Rockefeller Foundation, to direct it. It is easy to see why William W. 
Scranton, who as governor from 1963–67 worked with Harnwell, said that 
people at Penn treated Harnwell “like a god.”130

Despite the Trustees’ choice of a faculty member as president and their 
adherence to the University Senate’s “preferred” list for the fi rst three can-
didates, the Senate ultimately ended up dispirited with the conclusion 
of the search. At the end of February, fresh off the Trustees’ pursuit of 
DuBridge and Sterling from the faculty “preferred” list, Frey reported to 
the Senate that “the work of the committee represented in his opinion 
considerable progress for the Senate as an institution.”131 By mid-May, he 
struck a different tone. He wrote to McCracken that “near the end of the 
process of selecting the next President, we fi nd ourselves excluded from the 
proceedings in a way which we were not led to expect.” Frey emphasized 
that “since we do not know who has been selected it is obvious that we are 
not objecting to a person, but rather to what seems to us to be a breakdown 
of a soundly conceived procedure for which we entertained great hopes.” 
This exclusion, he said, would make it diffi cult to achieve their goals of 
securing faculty support for the new president and improving faculty rela-
tions with the Trustees. McCracken replied, somewhat oddly, that once 
the search committee had decided on Harnwell it stopped consulting with 
the faculty because “he was as well or better known to the members of the 
Trustees’ Committee than to some of you.”132

Regardless of its bitterness over the conclusion of the search, the faculty’s 
assertiveness in creating the University Senate and its insistence that the 
Trustees select an educator as president had important long-term effects. 
The Trustees’ election of Harnwell marked the fi rst time that a widely rec-
ognized scholar had become president of the University of Pennsylvania, 
a position that had only existed since 1930.133 This move established a 
template that the Trustees have continued to follow to this day, as each of 
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Harnwell’s four successors—the city planner Martin Meyerson, the his-
torian Sheldon Hackney, the psychologist Judith Rodin, and the politi-
cal theorist Amy Gutmann—has fi t that description. McCracken’s good 
decisions—to move past the Stassen debacle, to hire an educator, to lis-
ten to the faculty—combined with Harnwell’s good work, propelled the 
University of Pennsylvania to a higher standing among American univer-
sities and thus made a lasting impact on education in the Commonwealth.

With respect to the postwar American university in general, the exten-
sive documentary record of Harnwell’s journey to the Penn presidency 
reveals an active market for top administrative talent. Even in such a 
market, though, the top talent was often reluctant to change locations for 
what appeared to be a step up, as exhibited both by Harnwell declining 
deanships and by established research university presidents resisting Penn’s 
entreaties to its top job before it settled on Harnwell.

Beyond the insights it provides into the market for administrators, the 
selection of Harnwell raises something of a paradox about the postwar 
American university. On one hand, Penn’s elevation of one wartime lab 
director to its presidency after fi rst desiring another (DuBridge) suggests 
that the experience of wartime “big science” (especially physics) in the 
federal government labs operated by universities infl uenced ideas about 
who could best lead a major research university in the early years of the 
postwar federal research economy. The wartime experience helped make 
Lee DuBridge apparently the hottest property among presidential candi-
dates and went far toward making Harnwell desirable to universities. This 
milieu infl uenced the University of Minnesota to think that Harnwell 
could be its Lee DuBridge or Karl Compton. For reasons that are not 
clear, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania was a hub of universities hiring 
wartime lab directors as presidents. In addition to Lehigh securing Martin 
Whitaker and Penn choosing Harnwell, Pennsylvania State University in 
1956 elected to its presidency Eric Walker, an electrical engineer who had 
served as associate director of the navy’s Underwater Sound Laboratory at 
Harvard during the war, doing remarkably similar work to Harnwell, and 
then brought a peacetime version, the Ordnance Research Laboratory, to 
Penn State with Offi ce of Naval Research funding.134 This trend was also 
visible in other areas of the country, as evidenced by the ascent of Arthur 
Compton and Lawrence Kimpton to head universities.
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On the other hand, many of the most elite private institutions 
chose humanistic scholars as presidents during this era. Indeed, among 
institutions of this type that hired one president between 1949 and 
1956—Chicago, Columbia, Harvard, Penn, Princeton, Stanford, 
Yale—all but Penn chose a humanist (although philosopher Kimpton 
at Chicago had helped administer a wartime physics lab). In addition 
to Sterling at Stanford and Kirk (technically a social scientist, but with 
a humanistic bent) at Columbia, notable cases included the historian 
A. Whitney Griswold at Yale in 1950 and the classicist Robert Goheen 
at Princeton in 1956. Both situations involved a university elevating 
one of its brightest young faculty stars; Griswold was forty-four and 
Goheen just thirty-seven. The most prominent election of a human-
ities scholar to a presidency in this era occurred at Harvard, which 
shocked many observers by choosing Nathan Pusey, the president of 
Lawrence College in Wisconsin, to replace Conant in 1953. Pusey 
earned high marks at Lawrence for faculty recruitment and for stand-
ing against Senator Joseph McCarthy, a native of Appleton (where 
Lawrence is located), but the Lawrence board chair “reported that 
Pusey had done little fund-raising for the college, and noted his cool 
personality and lack of popularity with students despite his manifest 
skill as a teacher.”135 Nevertheless, the governing board, the Harvard 
Corporation, loved his character and ideals. Perhaps most important, 
according to Morton and Phyllis Keller’s history of Harvard, is that 
Pusey—a humanist, religious, not interested in public life, and more 
of a teacher and administrator than a scholar—was so different from 
Conant.136 This quality of Harvard’s search mirrored the one at Penn, 
where Harnwell contrasted starkly with his predecessor. 

In addition to the trend of selecting a humanistic scholar as presi-
dent, all seven of these institutions hired either an alumnus or a current 
member of the faculty or administration. None of these searches elected 
a candidate who was president of another university (although Penn 
tried). While hiring an insider as president has been common during 
many eras in the history of American higher education, it is striking 
that the uppermost echelon of universities practiced it so thoroughly in 
a period often reputed to be one of rapid change, perhaps even the great 
period of change in that history. Once in offi ce, Harnwell himself often 
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enunciated the magnitude of this change.137 Why did so many of the top 
universities hire humanistic insiders as presidents during this period of 
rapid change headlined by the physical sciences? If archival resources 
of similar quality to those available for Harnwell exist for the other six 
searches, future research should probe this issue, which could have inter-
esting ramifi cations for our understanding of elite research universities 
in the postwar years.

Azusa Pacifi c University             ETHAN SCHRUM
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	In light of his prominence and accolades, it is surprising to learn that a Harnwell presidency was far from foreordained when the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania (the offi cial corporate name of the govern-ing board; hereafter “the Trustees”) began their search to replace Harold 
	This content downloaded from All use subject to https://about.jstor.org/terms
	Stassen in November of 1952. The Trustees seemed determined to fi nd a seasoned university chief to take the reins in College Hall, while Harnwell, then chairman of the Department of Physics, professed not to want the presidency.
	Beyond telling us that Penn’s most infl uential president was apparently nowhere near the Trustees’ fi rst choice, the story of this search—and of other institutions’ earlier attempts to pry Harnwell from Penn—reveals the existence of a highly competitive market for university leaders in the post–World War II period. Local and idiosyncratic factors drove the selection of Harnwell and many other university presidents of this era. Nevertheless, Harnwell’s path to Penn’s presidency suggests three com-mon theme
	Harnwell’s career and other presidential searches that occurred around the same time as Penn’s (1952–53) show that elite private research uni-versities in this period offered money and leadership positions to dis-suade their rising stars from leaving for other institutions. In the wake of Harnwell’s widely hailed direction of government-sponsored research on underwater sound physics during World War II, several other institutions pursued him for deanships or presidencies. He nevertheless stayed as chair of 
	The presidential search that netted Harnwell also provides a concrete example of the nascent growth of faculty power in university governance. The search was the fi rst major test of Pennsylvania’s new faculty gover-nance body, the University Senate, created just months before the search began. On one hand, the Trustees consulted substantially with the Senate early in the search and eventually chose a president who not only met the criteria the Senate had laid out but was part of the Senate constituency. On
	“preferred” list and ignored the Senate during the fi nal phase of the search, leaving faculty members bitter.
	Harnwell’s acceptance of the Penn presidency after being pursued by several other institutions illustrates the career-boosting role of experience in directing a wartime university-operated federal government laboratory. Before hiring Harnwell, Penn pursued Caltech president Lee A. DuBridge, who held one of the most prominent among these directorships during the war and became the gold standard university presidential candidate after-ward. Undoubtedly, some of the allure of these candidates came from the bel
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	 By recovering that trend, this essay broadens our understanding of how the war research experience impacted postwar universities.
	Harnwell joined the University of Pennsylvania faculty in 1938, but he was no stranger to the Philadelphia area. The son of a Chicago attor-ney, born and raised in Evanston, Illinois, Harnwell attended Haverford College. After graduation in 1924, he quickly achieved a staggering record of study under some of the world’s leading physicists: fi rst, a one-year fel-lowship under Ernest Rutherford at the illustrious Cavendish Laboratory in the University of Cambridge; next, a PhD completed within a mere two 
	years under Karl Compton at Princeton; and, fi nally, a two-year National Research Council postdoctoral fellowship, the fi rst year spent working with Robert Millikan at Caltech and the second back at Princeton, where he subsequently became an assistant professor in 1929 and associate professor in 1935.
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	 Harnwell met his wife, Mollie, during travels associated with his time at Cambridge. They married shortly after he completed his doctor-ate and drove to California in her convertible, with Mollie, as Harnwell recalled, “getting an enormous sunburn on the back of her neck.”
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	After nearly a decade on the Princeton faculty, Harnwell began to look for another position. He wanted a promotion, and, as he explained it, “they just didn’t have any places in the hierarchies of physics at Princeton at that time.”
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	 In December of 1937, he was under consideration to become head of the Department of Physics at Indiana University. It is unclear which side began that interest or what became of it.
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	 Around the same time, Luther P. Eisenhart, a renowned mathematician and dean of the Graduate School at Princeton, “proposed to the authorities of the University of Pennsylvania, that [Harnwell] be made Chairman of the Department of Physics.”
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	 Penn recruited Harnwell rather aggressively, albeit with limited fi nancial enticements. A cadre of Penn administrators met with Harnwell near Princeton and later brought him for a campus visit.
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	 Harnwell recalled that “President Thomas Gates, in front of a cannel-coal fi re in his College Hall offi ce[,] asked me to rejuvenate a lagging department with the admo-nition that there were no funds for this, and I would have to raise the necessary fi nancial requirements myself.”
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	 A Penn faculty committee “per-suaded” Harnwell to take the post, member Detlev Bronk recalled with pride years later.
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	 Bronk, a pioneering biophysicist from the School of Medicine, would go on to the presidencies of Johns Hopkins University (1949–53) and Rockefeller University (1953–68).
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	Harnwell gained national recognition during World War II for orga-nizing scientifi c work that supported the war effort. President Roosevelt created the Offi ce of Scientifi c Research and Development (OSRD) to mobilize the nation’s scientists to that end. Its director was Vannevar Bush, the president of the Carnegie Institution of Washington and a former MIT professor, assisted by Harvard president James B. Conant and MIT pres-ident Karl Compton, Harnwell’s doctoral advisor.
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	 The OSRD awarded contracts to universities to conduct research for the military. Under these auspices, Harnwell from 1942 to 1946 took a leave from Penn to direct a lab funded by an OSRD contract: the University of California Division of War Research operation, located at the US Navy Radio and Sound Laboratory on Point Loma in San Diego. He oversaw a staff of 550 and an annual budget of $3.5 million “concerned with the technical problems pre-sented to the Navy in the fi eld of submarine warfare.”
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	 The Navy consid-ered the work of this lab an important contribution to its campaign against Japan in the Pacifi c. To recognize this service, President Truman awarded Harnwell the Presidential Medal for Merit, which existed only during the World War II era and was the highest honor for civilians. The citation read in part: “Dr. Harnwell . . . was directly responsible for the severing by submarines of the last sea route from Japan to the mainland of Asia by his intelligent and constant supervision of the wo
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	 Harnwell had earned his fi rst major national professional position just before the war when he became editor of Review of Scientifi c Instruments, a leading physics journal, a role he continued until assuming the Penn presidency.
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	 The war work propelled his star much higher, particularly in government-related activity. After the war, he served on numerous bodies, including as chair of both the National Research Council Committee on Undersea Warfare and the Department of Defense Research and Development Board Committee on Ordnance.
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	 Through this activity, Harnwell made crucial connections 
	with the leaders and agencies of the new federal research economy that was transforming the landscape of higher education.
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	Before the war ended, other universities attempted to recruit Harnwell for major leadership positions. Eisenhart also made another effort to push him up the academic ladder, giving his name to Rice Institute as a possible president.
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	 Lehigh University, an engineering-oriented institution located in the steel town of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, approached Harnwell in early 1945 about its presidency. In May, Harnwell visited the Lehigh campus and also met with Lehigh trustees in Philadelphia. Afterward, Harnwell wrote Lehigh offi cials with an assessment of the institution and how he would fi t there. He worried that Lehigh was too dependent on tuition due to a small endowment and that faculty salaries were too low. With respect to raising 
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	 It is unclear why the pairing of Harnwell and Lehigh did not move forward, but the context in Harnwell’s papers suggests that perhaps Lehigh never made an offer. Lehigh eventually elected a similar candidate, Martin Whitaker, in April 1946.
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	 A former chairman of physics at NYU, Whitaker worked during the war under Enrico Fermi at the University of Chicago’s Metallurgical Laboratory, directed by Arthur Compton (Karl’s brother, who subsequently became chancellor of Washington University in St. Louis). The Metallurgical Laboratory was a key component of the US government’s Manhattan Project, which developed the atomic bomb. Whitaker then helped extend this work to a new site in Tennessee as founding director of Clinton Laboratories, the forerunne
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	At the same time as Harnwell was considering the Lehigh presidency, the State University of Iowa pursued him to be dean of its Graduate College. Harnwell made a campus visit to Iowa in the summer of 1945 but declined the position because of his “very limited” experience outside of physics, his belief that his “temperament [was] probably more suited to personal participation and direction than to general cognizance and guid-ance,” and a sense of obligation to Penn because of the capital investment it had mad
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	The offer that Harnwell appeared to take most seriously came two years later, from the University of Minnesota, to be dean of its Institute of Technology. The institute, created in 1935, was a kind of omnibus univer-sity structure that contained the College of Engineering, the College of Chemistry, and the School of Mines and Metallurgy, as well as the Mines Experiment Station, the St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory, and the Engineering Experiment Station. Enrollment was 5,335 as of January 1947. The De
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	 Minnesota channeled its interest in Harnwell through faculty members John “Jack” Tate, a physicist and former dean of the College of Science, Literature, and the Arts, and Henry Hartig, longtime chair of electrical engineering, both of whom knew Harnwell through government work.
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	 Like Harnwell, Tate edited a major physics journal, in Tate’s case Physical Review, and had received the Presidential Medal for Merit to recognize his contributions to undersea warfare.
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	 Tate and Hartig served on President James L. Morrill’s committee to recommend a dean for the Institute of Technology, and in May 1947, Hartig invited Harnwell and his wife to make a campus visit.
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	Harnwell said he had “been giving very serious consideration” to the invitation to visit Minnesota but explained that his interest depended on how things went at Penn. He made a similar, yet amplifi ed, argument to the one he had given Iowa two years earlier about a sense of indebted-ness to Penn. He reported that “President [George] McClelland has been 
	very considerate and the University has been very generous to me person-ally increasing my salary at intervals to ten thousand dollars for the next academic year.”
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	 Harnwell’s new salary equaled that of two of the big-gest stars in American science, Ernest Lawrence and G. N. Lewis of the University of California, Berkeley, as of 1945–46.
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	 Furthermore, Harnwell was “busily engaged in trying to recruit” new faculty for his department, “which ha[d] been seriously crippled by losses to other universities,” even of scholars he had hired since becoming chair in 1938. In addition, he had “been instrumental in securing funds from various sources to support the research programs” of several of his hires who remained. In other words, Penn physics revolved around an individual professor in a manner more common in German universities than in American a
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	Harnwell visited Minnesota in June, and Hartig, Tate, and Morrill sub-sequently launched a campaign of persuasion by letter with a tone that could be described as fawning. Tate told Harnwell, “You were the unani-mous choice of our committee and now we are all holding our respective breaths hoping that you will accept.” The expectations for Harnwell were high, to say the least. Tate saw “no reason why, under your leadership, we cannot have as distinguished an Institute of Technology in a great state universi
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	 Hartig echoed this notion, tell-ing Harnwell, “I’m sure you must be convinced of the worthwhileness of this job as an important contribution to education in America” because it would give the Midwest “a fi rst class Technical Institute.” To achieve that, Hartig told Harnwell, “Minnesota needs just you.”
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	 Morrill wrote from his cabin on Otsego Lake near Gaylord, Michigan, to follow up on a phone call they had “from the cracker-barrel station up here, amid the 
	clanking of coins” and to remind Harnwell of the salary offer of $12,500. He noted that Otsego Lake “is also the summer-place of the Compton brothers—Karl, Arthur, and Wilson—and two of them are due fairly soon.” Karl and Arthur Compton were physics royalty, and all three had been university heads. That association likely colored Morrill’s enthusiasm for Harnwell. Morrill emphasized “how earnestly we hope you may come to Minnesota” and the “distinction and productivity” that Harnwell would bring “to our Uni
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	 Both Tate and Morrill offered to travel east to discuss anything about the position with Harnwell.
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	 Hartig also tried to clarify the expectations for the deanship and mollify fears he sensed in Harnwell. Hartig insisted that Morrill “does not want a paper shuffl er (which I take it you fear is the essence of the job).” What Morrill did want was “an aggressive program of industrial-sponsored or motivated research to be developed” in order to realize the full promise of the land-grant ideal, since those colleges were intended “to encourage teaching and research in the Agricultural and Mechanic Arts, but th
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	Minnesota’s hot pursuit startled Harnwell, especially because he took a different message away from his visit than did his hosts. What Harnwell saw on his visit was “that the present set up was generally speaking one of technology rather than science and that an engineer rather than a scientist was the person for the Deanship.” Conversation with Morrill had led him to believe that the president’s main goal was “to expand and improve the technical engineering departments,” thus better fulfi lling the land-gr
	Caltech or MIT in a university where such an institute would have to coexist with other academic units and navigate the vicissitudes of state politics. This astute analysis suggests why several institutions wanted Harnwell’s leadership.
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	In a long letter to Tate, whom he viewed as a mentor, Harnwell pro-vided a self-assessment and analyzed his possible fi elds of endeavor. He was overly self-deprecating, claiming that he had “not achieved any con-siderable formal scientifi c recognition.” He essentially repeated what he had told Lehigh about his personality, insisting that he had “no gift for personifying the work of my associates in such a way as to act as a col-orful personal focus for attracting honors and recognition to them.” He seemed
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	Geographic, familial, and fi nancial considerations also infl uenced Harnwell’s thinking. He and his family had just purchased and renovated a house in Haverford, the Philadelphia suburb where he had attended college, with an investment of almost $30,000. The location was per-fect for his children’s educational pursuits. Moving from Philadelphia to Minneapolis would make it more diffi cult for him to continue his gov-ernment work. Furthermore, despite the higher salary at Minnesota, “the income tax and indi
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	 Harnwell did admit, though, in a rare voicing of Christian faith in a professional context, “I know about the diffi culty of 
	getting money bags through the eye of a needle so [income] is not deter-mining in the choice of a career.”
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	 He continued to practice his childhood Episcopalianism during his career at Penn, including involvement at St. Martin-in-the-Fields near the president’s house in Chestnut Hill while he lived there, and in retirement he applied to the Quaker Meeting in Haverford, which he had also attended as a college student.
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	In Harnwell’s fi nal analysis, his sense of obligation to the Department of Physics at Penn won out, especially because Penn was about to kick off a two-million-dollar campaign for a new physics building, resulting in the construction of David Rittenhouse Laboratory. He believed that “an announcement of my impending departure would go far toward fore-dooming [the campaign] to failure.” He also added another consideration that perhaps foreshadowed his later reluctance to be considered for the Penn presidency
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	 Harnwell declined Minnesota’s offer, and its Institute of Technology ended up with an interim dean for two years.
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	 There are no records of subsequent pursuits by other universities in Harnwell’s papers, probably because he became so invested in the physics building project that he no longer entertained such inquiries, although it is also possible that he became less “hot” of a candidate as the wartime milieu faded into the past. These three episodes, though, show how Harnwell’s successful direction of a wartime lab provided him with contacts and administrative experience that made him known and attractive to institutio
	Despite this attention from other universities, albeit ones of lower sta-tus than Penn, and despite his loyalty to Penn, Harnwell seemed to be an afterthought when his own institution began looking for a president in 1952. Indeed, it would take fi ve months and multiple failed pursuits of other candidates before the Trustees fi nally turned to the decorated physi-
	cist in their midst. This process contrasted sharply with the zealous pursuit Harnwell had experienced from Iowa and Minnesota. Ultimately, how-ever, his loyalty would be rewarded.
	Penn’s search for a new president began in early November 1952, after Dwight Eisenhower’s triumph in the US presidential election ensured that current university president Harold Stassen would resign to join the Eisenhower administration. Robert McCracken, chairman of the Trustees, appointed a search committee with himself as chair. Nearly seventy years old, McCracken was “the most infl uential lawyer” in Philadelphia.
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	 His homogeneous committee was a who’s who of Philadelphia men of power. Former US senator George Wharton Pepper, a longtime trustee and former law faculty member, was one of the university’s most noted alumni.
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	 Pepper, then in his mid-eighties, was still publishing and giv-ing speeches, and he took an active role early in the search before health problems sidelined him.
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	 The group also included Edward Hopkinson Jr., a lawyer, investment banker, and founding chairman of the Philadelphia City Planning Commission; Lammot DuPont Copeland, a future presi-dent of DuPont; Horace Stern, chief justice of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court; Orville H. Bullitt, a banker, civic leader, and brother of the diplo-mat William C. Bullitt; Philadelphia Electric Company president Henry B. Bryans; and Sun Oil president Robert G. Dunlop.
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	McCracken enlisted two prominent and well-connected Penn alumni as consultants: Harold Dodds, who had been president of Princeton University since 1933, and Joseph Willits, a former faculty member and dean of Penn’s Wharton School of Finance and Commerce, who since 1939 had directed the Rockefeller Foundation’s Division of Social Science.
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	 Willits’s papers provide a treasure trove of documentation from which to 
	create an account of the search. These documents show that Willits had an enormous and perhaps even decisive infl uence. At least part of the motiva-tion for McCracken’s turn to these consultants was probably the high level of discontent among multiple Penn constituencies about Stassen’s entire presidency, from his selection through his departure. Stassen was a former governor of Minnesota and a 1948 Republican presidential candidate who, after failing to gain the nomination during the convention in Philade
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	 One suspects that the Stassen debacle prompted McCracken to make sure he got his second chance at hiring a president right. Most likely, McCracken was determined to get a candidate with proper academic vetting and believed that Willits, with his sterling aca-demic reputation and many connections, was the man to deliver it. Before McCracken even convened the offi cial committee in early December, Willits was working his connections. He telegraphed University of California president Robert G. Sproul about a 
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	 Shortly thereafter, he wrote McCracken with summaries of his phone conversa-tions with several people about President Jesse Buchanan of the University of Idaho and Chancellor Franklin Murphy of the University of Kansas, who held a Penn MD and was just thirty-six years old.
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	A frequent concern in presidential searches was and is ensuring that stakeholders in the university feel that their voices are heard. For McCracken, two critical stakeholder groups were the faculty and the alumni. Faculty input was particularly vital in the wake of the Stassen debacle. In the early 1950s, governing boards consulted with faculty in about half of academic presidential searches in the United States. Faculty participation in such searches was on an upward trend in this era, rising from roughly 
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	 Such involvement had been unusual enough during the 1930s that it prompted an article in 
	the Bulletin of the American Association of University Professors by Cornell University professor Julian Bretz lauding his institution’s 1935–36 presi-dential search for including four faculty members (three of them deans) along with fi ve trustees on the search committee. This committee worked methodically, deliberating for six months to bring a list of two hundred names down to a group of twelve.
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	 More frequent faculty participation in presidential searches by the 1950s refl ected the increasing professorial role in governance of American universities after World War II, which resulted in part from “growth in the demand for faculty” and a rise in their professional status.
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	 Penn exemplifi ed this movement. Just a few months before the search, the Trustees and administration authorized the univer-sity’s fi rst comprehensive faculty governance body, the University Senate, under the leadership of law professor Alexander Hamilton Frey, its found-ing chair.
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	 At its November 25 meeting, this body appointed an Advisory Committee of the University Senate on the Selection of a President, also chaired by Frey. He reported that “he found Mr. McCracken sympathetic to the idea that an educator should be chosen if possible.”
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	 Subsequently, the Senate committee advised the Trustees that it wanted a president “who has spent a signifi cant part of his professional life in university education,” one “selected on the basis of ability rather than reputation,” and one “to whom the presidency would be a next step up and who has no immediate aspirations other than the improvement of the University in every possible way.”
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	 These criteria were tailored to specifi c points of faculty dissatisfac-tion with Stassen—that he was not an educator, that the Trustees chose him for what his reputation would bring the university, and that he viewed the Penn presidency as a stepping-stone to his next political offi ce.
	This faculty preference for an educator as president intersected with a national dialogue among academics that bemoaned what they saw as a rising trend of nonacademic presidents. One major event that fueled this wave of commentary was Columbia’s 1947 election of General Eisenhower 
	as its next president. Such consternation appeared as early as 1944, when Jay Carroll Knode, dean of the University of New Mexico College of Arts and Sciences, published a study suggesting a shift among state univer-sity presidents to backgrounds in “practical administrative and business experience and training” between 1916 and 1941.
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	 Perhaps the strongest statement along these lines came in late 1947 from Monroe Deutsch, a classicist who had just retired as provost of the University of California, Berkeley. He argued, “the election of General Eisenhower will give a mighty impulse” to the “decided trend toward the choice of nonacademic presidents,” which would “endanger . . . the future of American higher education.”
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	 Nonacademic presidents, he believed, would not sympathize with university ideals but would sell them “on the auction block of success, and all the sinister pressures of the outside world, today barred out by academic freedom and university ideals, will easily rend the dikes,” making the university a place of “effi ciency” and “conformity.”
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	Two years later, the editorial board of The American Scholar sounded similar worries in an editorial titled “In Memoriam—the College President.” This editorial was the inaugural number of a “new venture” for the journal; such pieces would “be signed R. W. Emerson, secundus, in deference to the originator of the phrase, ‘the American scholar.’” Editorials would be reviewed by the full board, which included such luminaries as Jacques Barzun, Van Wyck Brooks, Alain Locke, Reinhold Niebuhr, and Arthur Schlesing
	the practical way.” They concluded that it left higher education “guile-lessly drifting, at the mercy of every external current, and with only an occasional hand at the helm.”
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	The American Scholar chimed in on this topic again shortly before Harnwell’s election with a piece by William Carlson, whose career shows that the serial university president was not unknown at that time. Previously the president of the University of Delaware, Carlson wrote as president of the University and State Agricultural College of Vermont, but he would soon leave for the helm of the State University of New York, and he fi n-ished his presidential career at the University of Toledo. Like Deutsch and t
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	 Instead of blaming trustees, however, he chided faculty members for their “ineptitude” in pursuing presidencies, “which throws the burden on their boards of trustees to go out and fi nd someone, even though off the campus, who seems to know what the score is.”
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	Perhaps it was in light of such concerns that McCracken’s commit-tee consulted with the faculty, through both the offi cial University Senate committee and back channels, during the early stage of the search. At its fourth meeting, on December 30, the search committee met with the University Senate committee, which presented fi ve internal and twenty-three external names and spoke of its desire eventually to reduce that number to a combined short list of six to ten. Harnwell was not included. In fact, the S
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	 At least one search committee member, Pepper, concurred. He wrote to Conyers Read, a former pres-ident of the American Historical Association who had just retired from the Penn faculty, that he agreed with Read’s suggestion of someone from the humanities or social sciences but that such a person should be able to 
	translate “visions and ideals” for the common man.
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	In addition to the concerns of the faculty (particularly about the aca-demic caliber of the president), another key factor in elite private university searches of this era was that institutions were loath to lose up-and-comers whom they viewed as top administrative talent. Penn’s earlier retention of Harnwell when others pursued him for deanships was one instance of this trend. Another occurred in 1951, as the University of Chicago sought a replacement for the larger-than-life Robert Maynard Hutchins after 
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	A similar situation prevailed in a search that was closer to Penn’s—chronologically, geographically, and in terms of the overall dynamic—when Columbia sought a successor to the much-derided Eisenhower. The results of the 1952 presidential election meant that both Penn and Columbia needed to replace a politician who had only arrived in 1948 and then spent much of his time away from campus.
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	 The Columbia trust-ees selected Grayson Kirk, who had been Eisenhower’s provost and then 
	acting president while Eisenhower was away conducting political activity. Kirk was a leading international relations scholar, a major player in the Council on Foreign Relations, and, through work with the Department of State, involved in creating the United Nations.
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	 Columbia political scien-tist Frederick Mills sent the long list from Columbia’s search in response to Willits’s request for this information. The list contained forty-two names, including notable heads of other major universities (Raymond Allen of UCLA, Bronk, Lee A. DuBridge of Caltech, Gordon Gray of UNC, Henry Heald of NYU, J. E. Wallace Sterling of Stanford, George Stoddard of Illinois, Herman Wells of Indiana), foundation executives (Clarence Faust, Paul Hoffman), liberal arts college presidents (Col
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	Despite the long list, Columbia settled on Kirk just a month after the US presidential election, in contrast to Penn’s six-month odyssey. Part of the reason was that Kirk was the obvious candidate and, indeed, already acting president. At Penn, by contrast, acting president William DuBarry, normally the executive vice president and “one of [McCracken’s] most intimate friends,” was not a serious candidate for the permanent position and, in fact, assisted the Trustees with the search.
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	 According to Robert McCaughey’s history of Columbia, “What passed for a presidential search . . . consisted of a couple of phone calls, one to Harvard president James B. Conant, who advised the Columbia trustees to stay with Kirk. An infor-mal faculty committee that included I. I. Rabi agreed.” (Rabi was another eminent physicist who starred in wartime research.) Perhaps the overrid-ing factor in Columbia’s quick hiring of Kirk was fear that he would go to another institution, especially since Rutgers had 
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	 Indeed, right around the time Columbia’s trustees elected Kirk, Willits told McCracken that Penn should try to get him if Columbia made a different choice. Willits also said Columbia was considering Lee 
	DuBridge, but it was doubtful that DuBridge would accept.
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	 Still, this consideration suggests the high regard in which many people connected with elite universities held DuBridge.
	As the Columbia search concluded, the Penn search committee fi xed its attention on DuBridge and another rising star president from California, Wallace Sterling of Stanford. Both men appeared on what seemed to be a Trustees’ short list of six and on the “preferred” list of ten that the Senate committee had submitted. This overlap might be what prompted the search committee to move forward on these two men, which suggests that the Trustees took the faculty input seriously. Nine of the ten candi-dates “prefer
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	The physicist DuBridge had a similar background to Harnwell but a higher profi le, in part because he presided over the largest and most infl u-ential wartime laboratory—MIT’s Radiation Laboratory, popularly known as the “Rad Lab.”
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	 McCracken and his colleagues also surely took note that DuBridge, at the time they pursued him, held key US government positions. He served as chairman of the Scientifi c Advisory Committee of the Offi ce of Defense Mobilization and also, like Bronk, was a charter member of the National Science Board.
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	 DuBridge had been a nearly unanimous choice in 1946 at Caltech, which consulted several luminaries, including Vannevar Bush and Karl Compton, and found DuBridge at the top of each man’s list.
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	 Soon after taking offi ce, DuBridge raised fac-ulty salaries and rebuilt the physics department.
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	 Caltech historian Judith Goodstein has written that “DuBridge had few peers . . . in his ability to explain science to the public, presidents, and members of Congress and to defend the principle of academic freedom during the McCarthy period.”
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	Sterling, a historian and Stanford PhD, had previously been a pro-
	fessor and chairman of the faculty at Caltech, and then director of the Huntington Library. Stanford’s faculty advisory committee for the presi-dential search praised his character, personality, and speaking ability, but questioned his scholarship and administrative experience. According to Rebecca Lowen’s history of Cold War Stanford, the Stanford trustees appointed Sterling in 1949 because he was noncontroversial, a good fund-raiser, and not a New Dealer (a key factor for search committee member Herbert H
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	 When Penn came calling, Sterling was deeply involved in evaluating potential new uses for Stanford’s vast land holdings, a process that later, in the assessment of historian Margaret O’Mara, made Stanford a pioneering “great engine of science-based economic development.”
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	Penn offi cials were unsuccessful in persuading the Californians. After a two-hour meeting with DuBridge in New York City, McCracken wrote Willits that the Caltech president “took with him some University of Pennsylvania literature, and told us that we would hear from him shortly from California, to which he returned at once. I doubt very much if we get him. The size of the job rather frightened him.”
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	 Two days later, DuBridge called to decline the offer, and the day after that, McCracken contacted Sterling to schedule a similar meeting in New York on February 15, when Sterling would be there for an Association of University Presidents gathering.
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	 This meeting had the same result, as McCracken and DuBarry “were unable to persuade him to consider our invitation.”
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	After the failed pursuit of the Californians, the Penn search moved into another iteration, lasting from late February to mid-April, which culminated in the pursuit of F. Cyril James, principal and vice chancel-lor of McGill University in Montreal since 1939. McGill was one of only two Canadian universities to hold membership in the Association of American Universities, the small, prestigious group of the top research universities in North America, of which the University of Pennsylvania 
	had been a charter member since 1900.
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	 On February 24, the search committee met and “passed a Resolution that, all things being equal, the Committee should choose a man who is now or had been a member of the University family.”
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	 It is unclear what prompted this move. In addi-tion, the committee sent the names of James and four others to Willits for judgments.
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	 One was John Gardner, president of the Carnegie Corporation of New York, who was also in the mix for the Harvard presidency at this time, at least in his own mind.
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	 Another was Clarence Faust, a former English professor and dean at Chicago and Stanford. At the time, he was president of the Fund for the Advancement of Education, a spinoff of the Ford Foundation.
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	 Willits implied that Penn should focus on Faust and James.
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	The Trustees set upon James for multiple reasons, including that he was an alumnus and former faculty member. The Englishman had arrived in Philadelphia in 1923 as an international student in the Wharton School. He intended to earn a bachelor’s degree in economics and then return to England to become a banker. Instead, he collected MA and PhD degrees and immediately joined the Wharton faculty as an assistant professor of fi nance, rising to associate professor in 1934 and full profes-sor in 1935.
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	 It is unclear whether Willits taught James at Wharton, but the two were colleagues once James joined the faculty, and Willits was dean from 1933 to 1939, so he had considerable knowledge on which to base his recommendation. Willits and James were still in contact at the time of Penn’s search. Willits’s diary reports a conversation with James on January 30 covering a variety of matters related to McGill and the Rockefeller Foundation, but not the Penn search.
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	 Another reason for pursuing James is that the Trustees had thought of him at least briefl y in the short “search” of 1948 that netted Stassen.
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	 McCracken wrote 
	to outgoing president George McClelland at that time: “I am glad that Cyril James has not yet come into publicity and I know that you are, as we may want to consider him some time.”
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	 Finally, like DuBridge and Sterling, James was on the faculty “preferred” list, so this move again showed that the Trustees took faculty input seriously.
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	Trustee Alfred H. Williams came to the forefront at this point in the search. Williams had been a faculty colleague of James at Wharton, then briefl y his dean after replacing Willits. Williams later left the deanship to become president of the Philadelphia Federal Reserve Bank, the position he held at the time of the search. Many Penn stakeholders, including members of the search committee, wanted Williams to be Penn’s next president, but he declined to be considered because of age, health, and stipulation
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	 In 1956, he would succeed McCracken as chairman of the Trustees. On March 18, Williams called James and, according to James’s diary, conveyed “a unanimous invitation from the trust-ees to succeed Stassen as President of the University of Pennsylvania.”
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	 McCracken put it a little less defi nitively in a letter to Willits that same day: “Al Williams and I are going up to Montreal . . . to interview Cyril James on Saturday, the twenty-eighth. Al Williams made the arrangements by telephone, and Dr. James, while in no sense committing himself, seemed to want to see us.”
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	 The Trustees apparently really did offer the job, at least verbally, before seeing James in person, as Willits later confi rmed.
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	 While that procedure seems remarkable, if not questionable, for such a position, it is also consistent with the haphazard character of the overall search.
	James was confl icted. He wrote in his diary, “my mind keeps changing sides.”
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	 Penn, he said, “has a great tradition, but has suffered of late from lack of good administration so that it does not now hold its proper place in the US. But it could—and there is the deepest of all compliments in being asked to 
	go back to a place that learned in seventeen years all of my weaknesses as well as any good points.”
	98
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	 But he was greatly enjoying the participation in British Commonwealth affairs that the McGill post afforded him, including seats for him and his wife at the upcoming coronation of Queen Elizabeth II. There was also a $50,000 pension waiting for him if he retired at McGill.
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	The Trustees’ interactions with James in Montreal and Philadelphia confi rmed their convictions about him. After the visit to Montreal, McCracken reported that they “had a fi rst class day . . . and I think there is some real hope of his accepting . . . Al and I were tremendously impressed with James. He has grown greatly in my judgment, and in Al’s. I am sure that he is just the man we want if we can get him.” James had an apparently previously scheduled trip to Philadelphia to speak before the American Ac
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	 In addition to James, McCracken, Williams, and Willits, those present included George Wharton Pepper, Horace Stern, Henry Bryans, and Robert Dunlop from the search com-mittee. Willits recorded, “James made a very favorable impression. He raised searching questions regarding the administrative organization of the University, the relative spheres of trustees and faculty, and the fl exibility he would have in his top administrative organization.” The next day, Willits had lunch with James and recorded that he
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	Willits was right, but there was an additional twist. Someone leaked the Trustees’ offer to the press. The Philadelphia Inquirer and other outlets, “taking it for granted that [James] would accept, printed the news with long articles about him” on Monday, April 13, along with a denial from McCracken. Montreal newspapers passed the news to their readers.
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	 James hastily asked for a meeting with the McGill Board of Governors. 
	He told his board that he wanted to stay at McGill but asked for a vote of confi dence, since there were rumors that some wanted a change. They gave him a ringing endorsement, noting that he had doubled the endow-ment.
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	 Thus ended Penn’s pursuit of F. Cyril James—though he returned to Penn in 1957 to give the commencement speech and receive an honor-ary degree.
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	McCracken’s committee went back to the drawing board yet again, and it was this iteration that produced the Harnwell presidency. Harnwell’s name had been in play to some extent since the beginning. At the fi rst search committee meeting on December 8, Harnwell was one of nineteen names that McCracken advanced for consideration. Harnwell appeared on the list within a cluster of six current or former Penn administrators, so McCracken was probably putting forward anyone feasible within that category, although 
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	 Three days later, two physicists hired during Harnwell’s term as chair, W. E. Stephens and C. W. Ufford, submitted his name as a possible candidate through the University Senate process.
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	 (Stephens coauthored Atomic Physics with Harnwell in 1955, and Harnwell named Stephens dean of the College of Arts and Sciences in 1968.
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	) But as the search went on, Harnwell only made the faculty’s long list, never the short list of either the faculty or the Trustees until Willits put him on top. At some unknown point, Harnwell indicated he was not interested; McCracken had conveyed as much to Willits. But Willits, as he proposed Harnwell as the top candidate on April 27, told McCracken: “I wonder if a man can maintain that position. You can’t quite say to him, ‘Take it or leave town.’ On the other hand, if he is a suitable man, I think you
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	 One oddity about Willits proposing Harnwell as the top candidate is that the two had never met, although Willits said he had heard only good things.
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	 They overlapped 
	for just one year on the Penn faculty. Harnwell’s professed lack of interest is also a mystery. It is worth noting a protocol that existed at the time. According to William Carlson, there was “a tradition in academic circles that when a college presidency is at stake, the job should seek the man, and not vice versa.”
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	 The presumption was “that a college’s trustees will hunt out a suitable man through discreet inquiry, a staid suggestion here and there, and fi nally an invitation to be considered.”
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	This stage of the search provides greater insight into some of the per-sonal characteristics that Willits and the Trustees were prioritizing, now that they had broadened their search beyond experienced heads of institu-tions. Only two of the eight candidates in Willits’s April 27 memo fi t that description. Willits began the memo by emphasizing “the importance of Pennsylvania’s fi nding a younger man with a stretch of years ahead of him.” He concluded along the same lines: “I am sure there is fi rst-class t
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	 Yet Harnwell was the same age as DuBridge and older than Sterling and James.
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	 Later in the day Willits sent another letter to McCracken cov-ering still more candidates, including two other Penn faculty members: Dean Jefferson Fordham of the School of Law, who received positive reviews, and Francis C. Wood, chairman of the Department of Medicine, whom Willits’s contacts described as personally pleasant but possibly lim-ited in the breadth of his horizons. The issue of intellectual breadth also arose with Frederick Hovde, president of Purdue University, whom Willits described as a goo
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	The topic of a prospective president’s wife was conspicuous in the era’s literature on the academic presidency, so much so that Penn’s search might actually have underemphasized this element relative to the time 
	period, especially given that the Trustees essentially offered the job to DuBridge and Sterling without meeting their spouses. Carlson reported that in reviewing nearly one hundred dossiers of presidential candidates at an institution he called “Seaboard State,” “repeated references to a wife’s looks, intelligence, personality and manners bobbled up in perhaps two-thirds of the candidates’ fi les.” Yet “the candidates’ emphasis on their wives’ talents was not misdirected, for there was an undeniable fascina
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	 This focus had not abated ten years later, when professional literature on presidential searches began to appear. Harold Dodds, who after retiring from Princeton directed a study on the academic presidency, opined, “obviously the stability and strength of the marriage is a potent factor” in a president’s success.
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	 F. W. Bolman, after researching 116 searches, found that “the candidate must have a ‘good’ wife, and many selection committees go to great lengths to assure themselves on this point.”
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	 Further, “No matter how well quali-fi ed a candidate is, in other respects, if he has an ‘unacceptable’ wife he is seriously handicapped.”
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	 The rationale was that the president’s wife was essential for the university’s public relations through her activities in the social scene.
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	After Willits suggested Harnwell as the top candidate on April 27, the search moved quickly to pursue him. The committee apparently met April 30 and decided on Harnwell. The next day, McCracken invited him to a May 4 meeting at McCracken’s law offi ce about “quite an important matter,” along with Provost Edwin Williams and trustee and committee member Henry Bryans.
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	 In a university presidential search, a candidate often has a “champion,” one member of the governing board who par-ticularly promotes his candidacy. For instance, Robert Homans of the Harvard Corporation led a successful drive to elect the dark-horse can-didate Conant as president in 1933.
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	 Bryans apparently played a simi-lar (though perhaps more muted) role for Harnwell. After his retirement, Harnwell wrote that Bryans was “largely instrumental in persuading his fellow Trustees to appoint me to the presidency of the University in 1953; 
	and again he was of enormous help in advising on strategy, tactics, and in particular, fi nancial matters during my incumbency.”
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	 It is less clear why Williams was present. Perhaps the Trustees wanted to make sure he would have a good working relationship with Harnwell, given that the direction of authority between the two would reverse if Harnwell became president. Perhaps Harnwell had indicated to McCracken or Bryans that he needed to ensure that Williams would play the “inside man” role while he focused on external affairs; in a post-retirement interview, he depicted himself as having adopted this approach at the outset of his pre
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	 On May 11, McCracken wrote Willits, “you will be glad to know that we agreed unanimously on Gaylord Harnwell, and that he has said that he will accept if elected. I feel sure that he will be elected. We are going to nominate him on May twenty-fi fth and elect him, I think, on June tenth, which is Commencement Day.” It is not clear how much pressure the Trustees brought on Harnwell or what caused him to change his mind. 
	What is clear is that Harnwell took charge right away. Even written records give the sense that his presence must have been commanding. He attacked a dizzying array of problems during his fi rst year. He took on a $1 million defi cit in Penn’s $27 million budget.
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	 He began the administra-tive reorganization of the university, which included forcing the powerful Orville Bullitt from a board overseeing the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, which Bullitt had “ruled with an iron hand.”
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	 He engi-neered the de-escalation of Penn football from big-time status and gained Penn’s acceptance into the Ivy League when its members formally estab-lished it as a football conference in 1954. He did so amid concerns that the other members would bar Penn because of their suspicion that it would not follow the academics-fi rst protocol that was to characterize the new conference.
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	 He “formulate[d]” a “general philosophy” for social science research at the university.
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	 He pushed Penn into major overseas proj-ects, a type of work that would especially characterize his presidency.
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	He greatly accelerated the physical transformation of the campus that had begun under Stassen.
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	 Finally, he launched the Educational Survey (1954–59), the largest self-study ever undertaken by an American univer-sity—and hired none other than Joseph Willits, upon his retirement from the Rockefeller Foundation, to direct it. It is easy to see why William W. Scranton, who as governor from 1963–67 worked with Harnwell, said that people at Penn treated Harnwell “like a god.”
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	Despite the Trustees’ choice of a faculty member as president and their adherence to the University Senate’s “preferred” list for the fi rst three can-didates, the Senate ultimately ended up dispirited with the conclusion of the search. At the end of February, fresh off the Trustees’ pursuit of DuBridge and Sterling from the faculty “preferred” list, Frey reported to the Senate that “the work of the committee represented in his opinion considerable progress for the Senate as an institution.”
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	 By mid-May, he struck a different tone. He wrote to McCracken that “near the end of the process of selecting the next President, we fi nd ourselves excluded from the proceedings in a way which we were not led to expect.” Frey emphasized that “since we do not know who has been selected it is obvious that we are not objecting to a person, but rather to what seems to us to be a breakdown of a soundly conceived procedure for which we entertained great hopes.” This exclusion, he said, would make it diffi cult t
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	Regardless of its bitterness over the conclusion of the search, the faculty’s assertiveness in creating the University Senate and its insistence that the Trustees select an educator as president had important long-term effects. The Trustees’ election of Harnwell marked the fi rst time that a widely rec-ognized scholar had become president of the University of Pennsylvania, a position that had only existed since 1930.
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	 This move established a template that the Trustees have continued to follow to this day, as each of 
	Harnwell’s four successors—the city planner Martin Meyerson, the his-torian Sheldon Hackney, the psychologist Judith Rodin, and the politi-cal theorist Amy Gutmann—has fi t that description. McCracken’s good decisions—to move past the Stassen debacle, to hire an educator, to lis-ten to the faculty—combined with Harnwell’s good work, propelled the University of Pennsylvania to a higher standing among American univer-sities and thus made a lasting impact on education in the Commonwealth.With respect to the po
	Beyond the insights it provides into the market for administrators, the selection of Harnwell raises something of a paradox about the postwar American university. On one hand, Penn’s elevation of one wartime lab director to its presidency after fi rst desiring another (DuBridge) suggests that the experience of wartime “big science” (especially physics) in the federal government labs operated by universities infl uenced ideas about who could best lead a major research university in the early years of the pos
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	 This trend was also visible in other areas of the country, as evidenced by the ascent of Arthur Compton and Lawrence Kimpton to head universities.
	On the other hand, many of the most elite private institutions chose humanistic scholars as presidents during this era. Indeed, among institutions of this type that hired one president between 1949 and 1956—Chicago, Columbia, Harvard, Penn, Princeton, Stanford, Yale—all but Penn chose a humanist (although philosopher Kimpton at Chicago had helped administer a wartime physics lab). In addition to Sterling at Stanford and Kirk (technically a social scientist, but with a humanistic bent) at Columbia, notable c
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	 Nevertheless, the governing board, the Harvard Corporation, loved his character and ideals. Perhaps most important, according to Morton and Phyllis Keller’s history of Harvard, is that Pusey—a humanist, religious, not interested in public life, and more of a teacher and administrator than a scholar—was so different from Conant.
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	 This quality of Harvard’s search mirrored the one at Penn, where Harnwell contrasted starkly with his predecessor. 
	In addition to the trend of selecting a humanistic scholar as presi-dent, all seven of these institutions hired either an alumnus or a current member of the faculty or administration. None of these searches elected a candidate who was president of another university (although Penn tried). While hiring an insider as president has been common during many eras in the history of American higher education, it is striking that the uppermost echelon of universities practiced it so thoroughly in a period often repu
	enunciated the magnitude of this change.
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	 Why did so many of the top universities hire humanistic insiders as presidents during this period of rapid change headlined by the physical sciences? If archival resources of similar quality to those available for Harnwell exist for the other six searches, future research should probe this issue, which could have inter-esting ramifi cations for our understanding of elite research universities in the postwar years.
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